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ESTIMATES FOR EXPONENTIAL SUMS

ROBERT A. SMITH

Abstract. If / is a polynomial over Z of degree n + 1 with n > 1, then for each

integer q > 1, \S.x<x<q <sx.p{2mf(x)/q)\ < ql/2(D, q)dn(q), provided the discrimi-

nant D of the derivative of/ does not vanish identically, where d„(q) is the number

of representations of q as a product of n factors.

For each positive integer q and for each nonlinear polynomial / £ Z[X] of

degree n + 1, i.e., n = deg/ — 1 > 1, we define

S(f;q)=     2     eq(f(x)), (1)
x mod q

where "x mod q" means that x runs through a complete set of residues mod q,

and eq(t) = exp(2trit/ q) for each t £ Z. In 1948, A. Weil [6] proved as a conse-

quence of his work in algebraic geometry that the exponential sum in (1) satisfies

the following inequality when q is a prime/? and/ £ pZ{X]:

|S(/;/>)l<(deg/-iy/2. (2)

For certain applications to number theory (e.g., cf. [4]), it is absolutely essential to

have upper bounds for (1) with q an arbitrary positive integer (and not just a

prime). In 1977, Jing-Run Chen [1] proved that if the content of / — /(0) is

relatively prime to q, then (1) satisfies

\S(f; q)\ < e7(«+V-1/(B+1),

an improvement of an estimate originally due to L. K. Hua [3]. This inequality is

essentially best possible (cf. [2, p. 19]). The purpose of this paper is to show that if

the discriminant D(f') of /' does not vanish identically, where /' denotes the

derivative of /, then a substantial improvement in this estimate can be deduced

from Weil's estimate in (2).

We begin by giving a new interpretation of the well-known fact that S(f; q) is

multiplicative in q (cf. [4, p. 2]). We observe that we may assume /(0) = 0 without

loss of generality.

Theorem 1. Suppose qx and q2 are positive integers which are relatively prime.

Then there exist integers mx and m^ such that

mxqx + m2q2 = 1.

For each polynomial f £ Z{X] satisfying fiO) — 0, then

S(fi qxqi) = S(m2f; q)S(mxf; q2).
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Proof. Since the map (x + qjL,y + q2Z) t-> m^x + mxqxy + qxqjL defines a

bijection between Z/^,Z X Z/'qjL and Z/qxq2Z, then (1) can be rewritten as

S(f; qxqjj =     2      eqiqi(f(m2q2x + mxqxy)).
x mod 4,

y mod ft

For any x, y E Z, then modulo 9,g2, we have

/(m2?2x + «!,?,>>) =f(m2q2x) + j\mxqxy)

= (m2q2 + mtf^ftm^q^) + f(mxqxy))

= m2q2f(m2q2x) + mxqxf(mxqxy)

(since/(0) = 0 implies/(^x) = 0 mod q for all x E Z)

= "»2?2/(0 - »»i?i)*) + mxqxj\(\ - m2qj)y)

= "h?2/W + mxqxj\y).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

To establish an upper bound for S(f; q), it therefore suffices to assume that

q = p" with a > 2 in view of (2). For fixed a, we define

a
fi =

Since a > 2, it follows that

and   y = a — 8.

2y > a   and   y > 5 > 1. (3)

Furthermore, we shall assume that / is a polynomial in 7\X] — pt\X] with

D(f) ^ 0. For each pair of positive integers r and s, then

B(p'+>)=p'B(p*)(BB(p'), (A)

where

B(pr) = {xGZ:0<x <pr),

a set of representatives of the residue classes modpr. Taking r = y and s = 5 in

(4), the Taylor expansion of/(u + pyv) modp" (cf. (3)) transforms (1) into

S(f;pa)=P°        2 ep.(f(u)). (5)
0<«<plr

f(u)=0mod />*

For each F e Z[X], let

N(F;pm) = card{x modp": F(x) = Omod pm}.

By a theorem of Sándor [5], we know that if D(F) ¥= 0, then

JVYF;p"')<(degF)p'<m"F> (6)

where

\x2oxdp D(F)    úm>oxdpD(F),
v(m, F) < \

[ m - 1 if m < ordp £>(F).

If a is even, then y = S > 1 whence (5) and (6) imply

\S(f;p*)\<n(D(f'),p°)p"2. (7)
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Next suppose that a is odd, so that v = 8 + 1 > 2. If ordp D(f) > 1, then (5) and

(6) again imply that (7) holds, since j(\ + ordp D(f)) < ordp />(/')• If ord, D(f)

= 0, the decomposition in (4) (with r = 8 and s = 1), together with the Taylor

expansion of fix + p*y) mod/»™, imply that

S(f;pa)=P*        2 V(/W)   2     ep(\f"(x)y2 + p-»f'(x)y).     (8)
0<x<p4 0<.y<i>

/'(x)=0modp*

If p > 2, the absolute value of the Gaussian sum in (8) is/»1/2 since ord D(f) = 0,

whence \S(f; pa)\ < npa/2, and similarly for/» = 2. Therefore, we have proved that

for all a > 2 and for all/ e Z[X] - pT\X\ for which D(f) ¥* 0, the inequality in

(7) holds. We can now prove

Theorem 2. Suppose fis a nonlinear polynomial in Z{X] such that D(f') ^ 0. Then

for any integer q > 1,

\S(f;q)\<qX/\D(nq)dn(q),

where n = deg/ — 1 > 1 and dn(q) denotes the number of representation of q as a

product of n factors.

Proof. First, we shall assume that q = p", where p is a prime. Clearly, there

exists a unique integer r > 0 and a unique polynomial g £ Z[X] — pZ{X] such that

f(X)=p>g(X). (9)

U t > a, then (1) implies S(f; p") = p", which certainly satisfies the inequality (7)

since

D(vF) = v2de*F-xD(F) (10)

for any F £ Z\X\ and any v £ Z. If t < a, then (1) implies that

S(f;pa)-p'S(g; />-'). (11)

If r - a - 1, then (11), together with (2), imply that |5(/; pa)\ < np'+x/2, i.e., the

inequality (7) is again satisfied in view of (10). Thus, we may assume a — t > 2. By

what has already been proved in (7), we have

\s(g;pa-)\ < «(/>(*'),/>«-'ya-')/2,

whence S(f; p") again satisfies the inequality (7) in view of (9), (10) and (11).

Hence, we have shown that (7) holds under the assumptions of Theorem 2.

Now let q > 1 be arbitrary. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

/(0) = 0. By Theorem 1,

S(f;q)= II  S(m(pa)f;pa), (12)

where m(pa) is a suitable integer satisfying

(m(p°),p)=l (13)

for each prime/» dividing q. Thus, (12) implies

\S(f;q)\<   u   n(D(m(pa)np")p"/2<dn(q)(D(nq)qx/2
p"\\«
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in view of (10) and (13), together with the fact that

II n = n dn(p) < dn(q).
p\q p\i

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. If 8 > ordp D(f') > 1, we observe that the inequality (7) can be

replaced by the stronger inequality (cf. (6))

\S(f;p°)\<n(D(f'),p*)l/2p«/2. (14)

It is therefore reasonable to ask if (14) holds for 8 < ord^ />(/') whenever

ordp D(f') > 1. It appears that such an improvement would require a very detailed

analysis of the auxiliary exponential sum in (5) for those primes p dividing the

discriminant of/' (there are only a finite number of such primes!). Thus, if (14)

holds for all primes p dividing D(f'), then the inequality in Theorem 2 can be

strengthened to

\S(f;q)\<ql/2(D(f'),q)1/2dn(q).
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